
Croyland Chronicle Communications:

1. The  Croyland Chronicle Tragedies

H. A. KELLY

IN AN earlier  article  on the Croyland Chronicle, I  noted  that  the author of the
second anonymous continuation used the  word  tragedia  to characterise  a
specific  portion  or portions of his history.  I  promised to return to the  matter  in  a
later  study.‘ I  brought  it up to  show  that there  was authorial continuity between
the secular and monastic sections of the continuation; and  I believe  that  it will
also  help us to understand the structure, purpose, and  dating of the work. But  I
am  also  interested in the point because of my investigations into  the various
meanings of  tragedia  in the Middle Ages. '

Since my original  article  appeared, Nicholas Pronay has published his
edition of the second continuation (and the first two pages of the final
continuation, as set out by William Fulman in the  editio  princeps),2 and 1  must
deal  with  his theories concerning the form and content of the chronicle, as  well
as  with  questions of authorship. In my citations of the chronicle, I will  give
references to Pronay as well as to FulmanJ for the portion  that  Pronay covers.
In  general, I  have  found  Pronay‘s text  to be accurate, but there are occasional
slips  and some questionable or erroneous readings.4 As for the accompanying
translation by John Cox, I  find it less accurate and reliable  than that  of Henry
T. Riley;5 caution is advisable with  both, and 1  will  continue to give my own
translations of all  excerpts that  I cite.

Tragedy and  Tragedies
In order to see  what  our chronicler means by tragedia,  let us  look  at the

immediate  context  of his first use of the term, beginning with  his account of
Edward’s  striking personal appearance and the splendour of the English court
at the  Christmas  festivities  of  [482-83.  Surpassing everything else, he says, were
the beautiful children the King had begotten on his Queen, Elizabeth.  There
were two  boys, who had not yet  reached  puberty, and five girls: Elizabeth,
Cecilia, Anne, Catherine, and  Dorothy (the youngest daughter's name was in
fact  Bridget)" Numerous marriage  negotiations  had been made for them, but
none  of them seemed likely to  take  effect:  French, Scottish, Burgundian, and
Spanish  affairs were so vacillating towards England  that  ‘everything was subject
to  mutability’. Seeing therefore  that  he was  finally ‘illuded’ by the French  King
(who  was  also  agitating the  Scots  and the people of Ghent against him), Edward
determined on  revenge; but, not  daring to ask the Commons for  a  subsidy, he
blandly and earnestly asked  the clergy for the  next  tithes.  ‘Oh, slavish,
pernicious destruction to the  church!’ the author exclaims.  ‘May God  avert  it
from  the  minds  of all succeeding kings  to follow  such  a practice in any way, lest
there  come  upon  them  those  evils (nor  could worse  be  imagined) that  soon
miserably befell  this  king and his  most  illustrious  progeny‘. He  explains  by
saying that  Edward was suddenly and unexpectedly taken ill, and he  died  on  9
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April  1483.  By Edward’ sprogeny, he  must  be  thinking primarily or only of his  '
sons, sinée the daughters survived, and the eldest of  them, it was  hoped  (in late
1485, when I believe the  author  to have  been  writing this account), would marry
Henry, the new King. But when he speaks of  young Edward and Richard later
in his narrative, he does not refer  back  to  this  notion  that  their  fate  was
somehow  consequent on their  father’s  encroachment  upon  the Church’s tithes.7
Nor does his account of Edward’s death fulfill his characterisation of misery; he
describes it rather as  a  blessing to the King. He  speaks  at  some length  of the
piety with which Edward ended his life, in spite of the vices he was believed to
have  indulged during the course of his time on earth: ‘This was the  best  end for
this  worldly prince, than  which  a better  could not be imagined after  such great
fragility of the human condition’. The author clearly shares the firm  hope  of
Edward’s faithful subjects that he would not be deprived of his eternal prize.
Being worthy of his reward by his intention to reimburse, like Zacchaeus, all
whom  he had defrauded,8 he was immediately taken off, lest supervening malice
alter his resolve. He had made his will long before  his illness and designated
many executors,9 and at his  death  he added  some  codicils. But  ‘what  a  miserable
and unhappy end all this wise disposal of his'came to, the following tragedy will
declare’ (‘Cuius omnis tam  sagax  dispositio  quam  miserum et infelicem'exitum
sortita fuit, sequqns tragedia declarabit’).

This  statement  might lead us to  suppose that  the author understands the
word tragedy to be  a  literary composition of some sort that involves a story with
an unhappy ending, and perhaps even used in a transferred sense to designate
the unfortunate  event  itself, rather  than  the  written  account of that  event.
Tragedy in this  usage,  which would be  common  a  hundred years later, means ‘a
disaster worthy of writing a  tragedy about.  This  1s how Cox understands it, in
translating, ‘the tragedy which followed will  disclose’, referring to the events
themselves, not to the following report of the events.

The explanatory_statement  that  comes  next in the chronicle (beginning
‘Dum enim  .  .  .’), which doubtless constitutes the first sentence of the tragedy,-
throws no further  light  on the meaning of  tragedia, and  there  is no immediate
allusion to the subject-matter that has  just been  announced as the topic (or  a
topic) of the tragedy, namely, the thwarting of Edward IV's various monetary
bequests in his last will and testament. The sentence speaks only of the dispute
that  arose over the kind of escort Prince Edward  should have  on his way from
Wales. The chronicler proceeds to describe events and to use expressions  that
we might think are the very stuff of tragedy, the sort of thing that  Shakespeare
will dramatise in his  Tragedy of Richard  III,  especially in telling of the  fate  of
Rivers, Hastings, and others.

But it is only when Richard is described as  making his progr'ess in the
North, in order  to display his royal  state  and win the hearts of the people, that
the author  comes  to the announced subject of his tragedy. He says,

‘There  was  then  no  lack  of  treasure  with which  to  accomplish  the  goal  of his  thus
exalted  mind, for  those  resources that  the  most  glorious  Edward  IV, his  deceased
brother, had gathered  with  the  greatest ingenuity and industry many years earlier,
as we  have related above,  and which he had  committed  to the  disposition  of his
executors  for the accomplishment of his  last will, all of these he  seized, as  soon  as
he  meditated  his  usurpation  of the kingdom’.'°
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The author  goes  on to tell of the guard placed over the two princes where
they were kept in the Tower, and of the further guard set around Westminster to
prevent Edward's daughters from  being removed from the sanctuary. He tells of
the reported  death  of the princes after Buckingham was put forth as leader of  a
rising intended to rescue them, and of the other events leading to  Buckingham’s
capture and death and the dispersal of the other rebels. He does not moralise at
all on  Buckingham’s  career, and pauses only to  note  the capital punishment
visited upon ‘a  most  noble  knight’, Thomas  Saintlcger.“ We  see, then, that after
the surprisingly brief remark on how Richard spent Edward’s goods, where the
moral is implied  rather than  stated, the author misses se'veral striking
opportunities to draw lessons of mutability, retribution, and so on, which we
might think are called for in  a  tragedy. But his tragedy is not yet  over, it  seems,
for it is only later that  he declares an end to it. He makes a transition from the
secular to the monastic scene by saying that  while King Richard was occupied in
the West putting his enemies to  flight, Richard Croyland, Abbot of Croyland
Abbey, on 10 November exchanged the turbulent  life  of this world for eternal
repose.l2 He then gives  a  rather confused  account  of the difficulties this studious
and retiring abbot  had experienced during his seven-year rule from the powerful
neighbours of the abbey lands. One indication of their great inhumanity was
that  they cruelly killed the cellarer’s  watchdog with their atrows. On another
occasion, the  abbey’s  seneschal, Lambert Fosdyke, barely escaped serious injury
when he forbade  some  tenants to remove trees growing in the monastic
churchyard. But all such disturbances were minor, the author says, compared
with the trouble caused by William Ramsay, Abbot of PeterboroughLover the
marsh of Alderland, which undoubtedly belonged to Croyland. In the lengthy
litigation that ensued, ‘you  might have seen the lamb pleading his  case  with the
wolf, the  mouse  with the  mousecatcher’. But since  a  definite end was put to the
dispute through the arbitration of  Thomas  Rotherham, who as Bishop of
Lincoln had been ordinary of the place_, after he  became  Archbishop of York
(and from the  documents  of the  case  it is clear which side he chiefly favoured),
the author has decided to put an end to this whole tragedy with the end and
death  of Abbot Croyland:

‘Verum quia tandem  lis omnis  .  .  .  cerium finem  accepit  . .  .  finem  toti  huic
tragediae imponere  decrevimus cum  fine  et  qbitu dicti patris  Richardi abbatis’.I3

We can ndw see  that  the  tragedy previously announced, which would
contain  the miserable  exitus  of Edward  IV’s good  testamentary intentions (in
contrast to the king’s own  optimus  finis), should not be taken in any
metaphorical sense as referring to events, but rather interpreted to mean the
written narrative itself. The  finis  of the  above  tragedy comes  with  the pious  finis
of  Abbot  Croyland; but the  author suggests  that  if there had not  been a
favourable  f  ms put to the major crisis or difficulty of the  abbot’ s  career, he
would  have  deferred the  f  ms of the tragedy until later m his narrative, or he
would have included later Croyland  events at this point. He  goes  on to say only

.  that  Abbot Croyland was succeeded by Lambert Fosdyke, who died of the
sweating sickness  less  than two years later, a  little after the  f  mtum regnum  of
Richard  III, at which point we shall conclude the series of this entire history
promised by us’. '4

It should be quite clear by now  that  the meaning tragedia  has for the
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Second Croyland Anonymous is different from any modern idea of tragedy. But
it  also  differs from  most  of the medieval understandings of the term.

The word tragedy was extremely rare in fifteenth-century England.
Geoffrey Chaucer, writing in the  last  third of the previous century, was the  first
person to use the word in English, and he was the first author of  a  consciously
designated tragedy in any vernacular European language — apart from  Dante’s
idiosyncratic application of the term to his lyric poetry. Chaucer got his idea of
tragedy from reading the remark of Fortune in Boethius’s  Consolation  of
Philosophy.  tragedies bewail  happy kingdoms overthrown by an unseeing and
unseen stroke of Fortune. '5

Chaucer' 5  early series of short tragedies was incorporated  into  the
Canterbury Tales  as the  Monk’s  Tale,  which inspired John Lydgate to use the
term similarly in the  Fall  of Princes  and elsewhere  (though  his  T  roy Book  shows
that  he also had  access  to an Isidorian idea of dramatic tragedy, consisting (if
one person reciting while  others  pantomimed the actit’ms).'6 Chaucer also
conceived of his  Troilus  and  Criseyde  as a tragedy, which inspired Robert
Henryson  to call the  Testament  of Cresseid  a  tragedy as well. But the
Chaucerian understanding of  tragedy hardly seems applicable to the Croyland
text.  Nor 1s it evident that the author  could  have  been  inspired by seeing a copy
of  Seneca’ s  tragedies, or hearing of  them.  '7'

At the most, one  might  say, the Croyland author may have extracted from
one or other of  these  definitions or  uses  the meaning of ‘a chronicle of sad
events’.  The great chronicler of St. Albans, Thomas  Walsingham, spoke  of his
account of the Peasants’ Revolt as a rustic tragedy, and  also spoke  of the
pollution by bloodshed of Westminster Abbey in  1378  as a tragic matter,‘8 even
though  he may have been familiar with some of the dictionary definitions of
tragedy that  specified  high  style and the crimes of wicked kings (as well as
mournful endings). '9

But the Croyland material  that ends  the tragedy does  not have  a  sad
conclusion, since the controversy with  Peterborough was settled in Croyland' s
favour, and the death of Abbot Croyland is portrayed as a blessed release.
Furthermore, one cannot help but note  that  the whole narrative from Edward
lV’s  death to  that  of Abbot Croyland does not differ substantially in  subject,
theme, or treatment from the narrative that precedes and follows it.

I  find myself drawn to the conclusion  that  the author  takes  the term to
mean  nothing more than  a  ‘chapter’ or  ‘section’ of  a  historical narrative. It may
well be  that  he arrived at such  a  meaning of the term from  a  recent  monastic
production, Lydgate’s  Fall  of Princes.  Though Lydgate  refers to Chaucer’s and
the  Monk’s  ‘pitous tragedies,’20 his  only real definition of the term is buried deep
within his work.” The Croyland author, perhaps, saw  that each  of the nine
books  was divided into tragedies, and saw too  that  an individual tragedy
covered one or more well defined episodes; he may have  concluded  that  the
word tragedy signified no more than  a division  of  a  book, especially a  book that
related historical events in chronological order.  Though Lydgate’s  tragedies are
almost entirely restricted to sorrowful  events  that end disastrously, the
Croyland author may have attributed this circumstance to Lydgate’s  subject
matter and  theme, and concluded that the word  ‘tragedy’ was no more confined
to irrecoverable misfortunes than  ‘book' or  ‘chapter’.  It is not surprising, of
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course, that death  and disaster play a  large role in any historical  work;  all men
die, and every history is the story of .one  death  after  another.

I  can  cite  two  earlier  instances of Englishmen coming to the conclusion that
‘tragedy’ signified no more  than  ‘book’.  The surgeon  John  Arderne, a
contemporary of Chaucer’s, in recommending that  patients be entertained with
amusing tales, referred to ‘the Bible and  other  tragedies' as sources for such
stories.22 The other  case  concerns the anonymous translator of the ordinances of
Whittington’s  College  of Priests and Almshouse, composed in Latin in  1424,
and rendered  into  English in  1442  for the  Mcrcers’ Company, then under the
direction of the wardens John Olney, Geoffrey Feldyng, Geoffrey Boleyn, and
John  Burton. The translator had read the end of Chaucer’s  moving masterpiece,
Trailus  and  Criseyde, wh_ere Chaycgr addrgsses his poem in  a  stanza beginning,
‘Go, litel  bok, go‘, lite]  myn tragedye‘, telling it to be  subject  to all poesy and to
kiss  the footsteps of  Vergil, Ovid, Homer, Lucan, and Statius. The translator
imitates Chaucer with the following rhyme-royal  stanza:

Go, litel  boke, go, lite!  tragedie,
Thee  lowly submitting to al correccion
0f  theym beyng maistres  now of the Mercery,
Olney, Feldyng, Boleyne, and of  Burton,
Hertily theym besekyng with humble salutacion
Thee  to  accepte  and  thus  to  take  in gre
For  ever  to be a  servant  within theire cominalte.23

If, then, ‘tragedy’ is no  more  weighted  than  ‘chapter’ for the Croyland
chronicler, he may have  considered his whole treatise to consist of  a  series of
such tragedies. Specifically, the account of Edward  IV’s death  would be the end
of  a  tragedy, and the resumption of the secular history after telling of  Abbot
Croyland’s death (and Abbot Fosdyke’s election and premature death) would
be the  beginning of another. In  fact, what I  have so far implied to be a single
tragedy, extending from the aftermath of Edward's  death  to the aftermath of
Abbot  Croyland’s  death, may have been conceived of by the chronicler. as two
tragedies, the first ending with the execution of the Duke of  Buckingham  and
his accomplices, and the  next beginning with  the account of  Abbot  Croyland. If
so, we can  attempt  to divide up the whole continuation into similar  units, based
on the  death-dates  of  abbots  and kings, as follows.

Tragedy One would extend from the beginning, which is marked by the
death of Abbot  John  Littlington  011116  January 1470, Roman style  (both
Fulman and Pronay mistakenly put 1469),24 going through the corrective review
of the prior’s history, and ending at the time when Edward IV bade farewell to
the reconciled lords near the beginning of Lent in  1470, Roman style (Ash
Wednesday occurred on  7  March that year), and continued to sojourn in
London  for  a  short period.25

Tragedy Two would begin with the switch to Croyland  business, for  which
the author has to go back in time  a  month  or  two, to the death of  Abbot
Littlington on 16 January and the election of  John  Wisbech on 13 February; it
would consist of the  author’s  instruction on  dating systems and his preview of
Wisbech’s accomplishments, ending with his promise to give a fuller  account
when he  comes  to the date of the  abbot’s  death in  1477  (he means 1476).26

Tragedy Three returns to the secular history of  1470  and extends to the
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murder of Henry VI, discovered at the  time  that Edward entered  London  on 22
May (the day before Ascension Thursday), and the account of his burial and of
the miracles  that  God later performed through Henry's intercession.27

Tragedy Four  would  end  with  the  account  of Edward’s reburial of his
father, Richard  Duke  of York, in July 1476.28

Tragedy Five  would  consist of the account of  Abbot Wisbech, beginning
with  his date of death, 9  November  1476, and ending with  the dates of the  next
abbot, Richard Croyland, elected on 17 December  1476  and dying in 1483.29

Tragedy Six would be the section ending with the death of Edward IV.
Tragedy Seven would then  designate  the following narrative up to the

death of Buckingham.
Tragedy Eight ends with the account of  Abbot  Croyland and the  notice  of

Fosdyke’s  election and death.
Tragedy Nine, the final tragedy, begins at the marginal  note, ‘Redit ad

Regem Richardum’ (‘he’, that  is, the chronicler, ‘returns to King Richard’) and
goes  to the end of the original history, at the  death  of Richard III.30

Dating and  Structure
Pronay opposes  my conclusion that the bulk of the continuation was

completed  months before  April of  1486, but he  fails  to  mention  or deal with the
reason  I give, namely, that  the continuator shows no knowledge of any event
later than the death of Lambert Fosdyke on 14  October  1485." As we have  just
seen, the continuator  says that  he had promised to end his history at the death
of Richard III, and he makes  a  similar statement two more times, once when
recounting the  King's  death, and again in his epilogue.32 It is  possible, as  I
suggested,33 that  Fosdyke himself commissioned the history, and died while it
was still being written. The author gives as his reason for finishing the  eighth
tragedy with the death of  Abbot  Croyland the fact  that  the Alderland dispute
had been  settled  favourably by Archbishop Rotherham during Croyland’s
tenure. If the chronicler had  known about  the efforts  that  Abbot  Thorp was to
make  in  148610  put  Rotherham’s  settlement  into  final effect by transferring the
parish of Bringhurst to the jurisdiction of Peterborough, he would surely have
mentioned them  now, rather  than waiting until the end of his history.  Thorp’s
first  success in the matter was to obtain the licence of the King, which was dated
25 February_ 1486.34 Once again, I  conclude that the continuator was writing
before  this event.

Pronay argues that the structure of the continuation is such as to show  that
the author  must  have  intended to include the account of  Thorp’s  activities  from
the beginning, and  that  therefore  the whole history was written in April  1486.
He finds  a  uniform and mechanically insistent pattern in the  continuator’s
practice of breaking off the secular history even in the midst of an action to
return to Croyland history at the  moment  an  abbot  dies,” not only to give an
account of that  abbot  but  also  to provide  a  ‘brief foretaste of the  good  deeds
which the newly elected  abbot  will have done in his reign'.36

A review of the chronicle reveals  that, far from being repeated, there is not
a  single instance of such  a  pattern. There is overlap between the secular events
of Tragedy One'and the Croyland history of Tragedy Two, and no review of
Abbot Littlington’s career. In  Tragedy Five, there is no preview of Abbot
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Croyland’s reign. In Tragedy Eight, there is no preview of  Abbot Fosdyke's
rule, but just  a  lament  that  he died too soon to have fulfilled his great promise.

The epilogue  contains  in effect two mini-tragedies in which there is
complete chronological overlap, as first Croyland history and then secular
history are brought completely up to  date  (that  is, to April  1486).  Contrary to
what Pronay asserts,” the Croyland section  does  not review  Abbot  Fosdyke’s
rule, but  rather, after repeating the circumstances of his  death, presents an
account of the first part of Thorp’s  abbacy, specifically the way in  which  he has
handled three  ‘questions’ or problems. It is  true that  in  telling of the  first  of  these
problems, the Moulton—Weston  Boundary dispute, he  explains  at  length that
.Abt Fosdyke had struggled with it during his tenure and  brought  it to  a
temporary settlement.  This explanation shows  that  there was indeed  something
to speak  about  in the way of accomplishments  during Fosdyke’s time; but the
chronicler’s  purpose  in talking about  it  here  is only to lead  into  Thorp’s  more
definitive  disposal  of the matter.

I  conclude  that  even  if  Pronay’s  analysis  were  not flawed, and there were  a
consistent scheme to the narrative, it would tell us  nothing about  when the  bulk
of the continuation was composed or  what  the original intentions of the author
were. True  enough, he  would undoubtedly have intended to  mention Abbot
Thorp’s  accomplishments when he started out to write his  history, if  these
events  had occurred by then. If they had  not, then he might understandably
have wanted to include them later, in an  epilogue, which he would write in  much
the  same  way as the  rest  of his account.

Pronay is  concerned  to hold  that  the  whole  of the second  continuation  was
written at Croyland  between  21 and 30 April  1486, taking the inscription at the
end, ‘Acta  sum  haec  et expleta’, etc., to  refer  to the chronicle. In so  doing, he has
not taken up my objections.  I  showed  that  the normal  meaning of  acta  sum  haec
was  ‘these  things  were  done’; I gave  examples from legal documents in Bishop
Russell’s  register, and stated  that anyone  who wished to maintain  that  the
meaning at the end of the chronicle is  ‘these things were  written’ would  have to
give  proof.”_ Pronay asserts instead  that there  would be  nothing odd  about  the
expression if it were in the singular: ‘this was done and  completed  at  Crowland’,
etc.39 This is as  much  as to say that  the  expression  actum  est hoc regularly
means  ‘this  was written’; but he cites no evidence, and I have not seen an
instance of the usage.

Pronay states  that  no one  before  him has dated the continuation by looking
at the events described at the end,40 but he has overlooked. my discussion,
specifically the point  that  the continuator  reports Henry’s  first  steps against  the
rebels in the North, but not his escape from harm on 23 April." Pronay does use
this circumstance to  establish  that  the continuation was not written later  than  30

,  April; but he does not face the implications of his own  statements: ‘the presence
of any bishop would  have  ensured the quicker arrival of  news’, and the
continuator was writing ‘most  probably within a  week’ of 23 April.“2 In  other
words, 30 April is much too late  a  date  for his writing, since the news of the
failed  attack  would surely have reached Croyland  before  then.

As a corollary to his position, Pronay is at pains to establish that the
paperwork after the end of the judicial hearing on Monday afternoon, 24 April,
would not  have  taken until Sunday 30 April, to accomplish; but he
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underestimates the magnitude of the required documents. He is right in saying
that  Russell issued his sentence in writing on the afternoon of 24 April (but
wrong in thinking that  I do not agree)“3 However, he is not correct in his
assumption that only the sentence had to be produced in triplicate. The whole
actus  impropriationis,  as it exists in the Croyland  Chronicle, of which the
sentence is only a part,“ would have to be first composed and then copied,
carefully checked, and notarized. If there had  been a  rush, much of this could
have  been  pre-prepared; but there was no rush, and Pronay’s  suggestion  that the
witnesses’ names were false and  that  ‘there was no actual process of
examination’ cannot  be credited. Such  a  cutting of corners would have  made  a
mockery of the whole judicial process and would have had the effect of
invalidating the transaction  that  the abbots and monks of Croyland had striven
for over  many years.

Authorship .
0n the question of authorship, Pronay has expertly added to my reasons

against considering John Russell as the Second Anonymous;4s and he has giyen
an exposition of his thesis that the author was ‘a senior Chancery official’ during
the-reign of Edward IV, who was no longer in Chancery or at the heart of the
political scene during the reign of Richard III — which accounts for the decline
in the quality of his information for these years.‘6 _

The idea of  a  Chancery connection is plausible  enough  on the surface; since
'the  chronicler is identified as one of the  consiliarii  of Edward IV, he  must  have
had some  sort  of government  position, and Chancery would be a  logical  place.
But Pronay’s evidence is  meagre, and in the  case  of the account of the
‘Parliament of the  Three  Chancellors’, counterindicative. The chronicler says
that  the Parliament began in Michaelmas term of  1471  and lasted ‘for  about  two
years’ (‘ferme per biennium’). He makes  a  slighting remark  about  the first of the
Chancellors, Robert Stillington, saying that ‘he had done  nothing 'except
through his disciple John Alcock, Bishop of Worcester’."7 But in  late 1471-,
Alcock would have been the author’s own superior, if he had  been  an employee

‘of Chancery, since  Alcock  at  that  time was keeper of the rolls and not yet  a
bishop. He became Bishop only in March  1472, but his see was Rochester rather
than  Worcester. The Parliament began in the next Michaelmas term, on  6
October  1472, and it lasted longer  than  two years, two and  a  half  in fact,-
dissolving on 14 March 1475. Furthermore, when the third chancellor, Thomas
Rotherham, was absent with the King in France later in  1475  (from 10 June to
29 September), Alcock himself served as chancellor. It was only in the  next  year,
1476, that  he became Bishop of Worcester, and he still held  that  see when he was
appointed as Henry VII’s  chancellor on  7  October 1485 (a post he retained until
replaced by Bishop Morton, 6  March 1486).“8 In keeping with his  faulty
chronology, our author dates Edward’s continental tour to his  14th  regnal‘year
(thereby misdating the preceding negotiations with'the Hanseatic  League  and
the Scots). The correct year is the 15th, which  began  on  4  March 1475.“9

As this analysis shows, Pronay's judgement of the consistently accurate
quality of the chronicler's reports before the time of Richard III is wide of the
mark.  Among other errors, he misdates the regnal year  when  reporting
Clarence‘s execution in  1478, calling it the 18th rather than the  17th, and
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indicating that  it was  about a  biennium  before Edward’s death. 5° This  would be
around  1481, since Edward died on  9  April 1483.- Alison Hanham has suggested
to me  that  this passage was the source of Polydore Vergil’ s error  that  Edward
died two years after Clarence (‘ biennio  po§t  obijt').  I  think  that  she is right. The
passage fulfills my first criterion for  assessing Croyland influence on Vergil: t_ha_t
is, by gccurring in  Vergil’ s  manuscript as an addition (a marginal caret or new

page)‘
In short, it is not true that ‘it is only during Richard’s reign that he makes

actual errors  and' m matters where  a  Chancery official or similar sort of person
active in his job was unlikely to make  them’.” In my View, the slips  that  the
chronicler makes in his  much  denser history from the time of Edward’s death on
cannot compare with his earlier mistakes. Surprisingly, Pronay’s  own favoured
candidate for authorship, Henry Sharp, did not leave the civil service on
Richard’s accession but at the  most  went  through  a  few  months  of qncertainty.
As Pronqy puts it, ‘he seemed to have had  some  difficulty m  retaining his  job,
only getting it confirmed m February 1484  after Richard’s first Parliament’. 53

Pronay accepts that the annotation, ‘Ille qui hanc historiam compilavit’
(‘He who compiled this history’), designating the emissary to the  Duke  of
Burgundy in  1471, 5“ IS an accurate identification of the continuator; but he
questions the characterisation of the  envoy as  a  doctor m iure canonico,  on the
grounds  that  such a designation was not used 1n the Middle Ages. 55 In this he' IS
mistaken. A late fourteenth-century register of the monastery of Ramsey
records the death of  Abbot  Eye in  1342  as follows: ‘Obiit piae memoriae Simon
de  Eye, abbas Ramesiae et doctor in iure  canonico’ (‘There  died Simon of Eye,
of  pious  memory, abbot  of Ramsey and doctor in canon law’).56 This in fact was
the styl_e of the University of Padua, where Sharp got his  doctorate  in  1447, in
describing its degrees.  Sharp was in  utroque  iure baccalarius  when he received
his  doctoratus  in  iure civili  on  3  February.  A  few days later, on 11 February,
Sybrandus de Frisia got his  doctoratus  in  iure  canonico.  57

I  must, therefore, once  more reject_ Henry Sharp on the same _grounds as
bafore, namely, that  he had the  wrong degree arid  that  he had no known
connection with Croyland, except  for the fact  that  as Archdeacon of Bedford he
was' a  member of the Lincoln Cathedral chapter, which in  turn  was a party to
the Bringhurst  Itransfer.” .

In his review of  Pronay’ 5  edition, A. J. Pollard finds his arguments against
my candidate for ‘the one who compiled this history’, Richard Lavender, to be
convincing, but he  gives  no clue as to the nature of the arguments. 59 For my
part, I  cannot see  that  Pronay offers any at all, except perhaps for an allegation
of insufficient evidence when he  says: ‘The  only evidence, if it may be called
that, actually put forward for Lavender is  that  he had the degree of Doctor of
Canon Law and being an official of the Diocese of Lincoln he might well  have
visited  the Abbey’."'0 In  fact, I  show  that Lavender had his degree in time to
qualify for the  1471  embassy, and  I  show that  in  1486  he was the ‘Official of
Lincoln’, that  is, the judge of the consistory court, which met every month  at
Stamford, just up river from Croyland. Moreover, as Archdeacon of Leicester,
the archdeaconry in which the parish of Bringhurst  lay, he was one of the
principals in the Croyland—Peterborough hearing, and he appointed his proctors
for it at Stamford on 5 April.  There  is one other piece of evidence, which, to my
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embarrassment, I overlooked, and which Dr.  Hanham  has  pointed  out to me.6l
In the margin of the  text next  to the  poem  Tres  sum  Richardi  there is  a  note
identifying the  poet, whom I  argue is the second continuator himself, as
someone  named Richard:  ‘Versus  Richardi de tribus  Regibus‘ eiusdem
nominis’.62 This can only mean, ‘Verses  of Richard on the three kings of the
same  name’, as Hanham translated it in her study.63 The  only other  Richard
besides Lavender who has entered the story after  the death of Richard III is
Richard  Fox; but our chronicler  thought  of him as John Fox.‘54

The main thrust of Pronay's objections to my authorship speculations is
not to my identification  of the second continuator as Lavender but to my
suggestion  that  Bishop Russell  wrote  the  first  part of the third  continuation.  He
thinks  it unlikely that  Russell would not  know  the  identity of the secohd
continuator if he were Lavender. But presumably Pronay would have the same
objection  to Russell as third continuator if Sharp, as a member of the  Bishop‘s
retinue at Croyland, were  the  second  continuator.

According to my hypothetical reconstruction,“ Lavender worked on the
second  continuation over  a  period of time in collaboration with the monastic
authorities, pdding a supplement  m  April  1486, in  which  he repdrted Hem-y
VII’s  activities of 11 April. He also referred to the progressing court  case
between Croyland and Peterborough, and he suggested that someone  else
record the full particulars of the  case at the end of his chronicle: ‘de quibus et
toto  processu inde secuto scribetur forta'sse per aliquem alium inferius latius
loco  suo’.“ (Pronay badly misinterprets me  when  he assumes that  I  require
Lavender to return to the monastery after  Russell’s  departure to suggest  that  the
case be recorded at the end of the Bishop's continuation.)67 A  beginning of such
a  recording was made  with  the statement, ‘Acta sunt  haec et expleta  apud
Croylandiam’, etc.  (‘These  thing's were done and completed at Croyland in the
year of Our Lord 1486 during the  space  of ten days, of which the  last  was the
final day of April of the same year’.) The chronicle is  then  interrupted by a
writer who does not  know  the identity of the previous writer. We do not  know
how much of the second continuation he has read, but he has read at least the
statement in the epilogue explaining why the writer decided-to stop with the
death  of Richard III. The new continuator disagrees with his reasoning and
proceeds to write his own account of current events.- Among other things, he  '
tells of Henry VII’ s escape from' harm  on 23 April and his return towards the
South  (‘versus  pa_rtes australes’) at the end of April and early days of May. ‘3 I
identify this  continuator  as  Bishop Russell, because of the measured favour he
shows  towards  Richard  II], and  also  because he describes himself as having
witnessed the  death  of Cardinal Beaufort at Winchester in  1447,  a time  when
Russell was  there  as a student. Finally,  I  speculate  that  the  Croyland monk  in
charge of the chronicle completed it by telling of Russell’ s  visit  and giving a  full
account of the court case, and  also annotating  the whole chronicle with
marginal summaries.

Or, to summarise without  making specific identifications, I postulate  that
an  avowed nonmonk,  in collaboration with the monks,  wrote the second
continuation, correcting some of the mistakes of the previous chronicler (the
prior of Croyland), and finished it in mid- -April. Then  another  nonmonk,
unaware of the previous chronicler’s identity, added a  few details. Finally,a
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monk  wh0'did know the identity of the second continuator, finished the work
by telling of  Bishop Russell’s  visit and  giving the  text  of the act of
impropriation.

Pronay’ s  countersolution runs as follows.  A  doctor of law (Henry Sharp or
someone like him) arrived at Croyland on 14 April 1n  Russell’s  retinue.  Though
he was  a  total stranger to the abbey, he somehow gained  access  to the abbey' s
chronicle, read it, and determined to add to it, not only correcting some of the
mistakes  made by the prior who last contributed to it, but carrying forward the
dual history of the abbey. and the realm to the present time. He set to work on 21
April and ended on 30 April. The result comes to forty-three pages in  Pronay’ s
edition, so that he would have had to average  better  than  four pages  a  day, and
also  to compose  a  quantity of Latin hexameters on Croyland and on the
political scene. Furthermore, he  needed  to get the precise details on the election,
activities, and death of each of the abbots of Croyland from  1470  to 1486. He
managed to accomplish this feat  without  revealing his enterprise to the  monks
at large, for the  monk  who wrote the  next  continuation was unaware of his
identity, even though he had identified himself 1n the margin as the  doctor  in
iure  who was  sent  to Burgundy in 1471.  This  monk  (the final continuator)
recounted the death of Cardinal  Beaufort  in  1447  (perhaps hearing it from
Bishop Russell), told of Henry VII’ sreturn to the South' 1n early May, and  gave
the details of Bishop Russell’s visit to  Croyland  from mid- April to mid- -May.

This account, which Pollard finds ‘utterly convincing’, involves  a
conspiracy of silence:  ‘The  Abbot and perhaps one or two  other  senior  monks
who did  know,  [the identity of the writer] promised to  keep it secret’, and the
writer was able to ‘work unobserved by the rest of the  monks’.  In the 'midst of
the dislocation caused by the Bishop’ s  visit, Pronay speculates,‘ it is feasible  that
one of the more unspectacular companions of the Bishop might quietly get on
with writing away for ten days or so, having been asked by the  Abbot, possibly
through the  Bishop, to bring their chronicle up to date, on the understanding
that he would be able to work' 1n privacy and  that  his identity would remain
known  only between  themselves’.69 He does not speculate on what reason for
privacy there  could be that would prevent the superiors of the monastery from
revealing the chronicler's identity to the one  monk  (out of the forty of so who
belonged to the abbey) who was entrusted with continuing the chronicle; as we
know,'the monk in  charge  of the previous continuation held the highest  rank  in
the abbey below that of  abbot.

Pronay baulks at my suggestion  that  Lavender  could  have  added  a page'or
two to his already completed chronicle without the Bishop’s knowledge and
dramatically pxaggerates the difficulties, saying that  it would have to be done
‘by sneaking into the Library behind his Bishop’s back’ and playing‘ a game  of
hide and seek between  3 Bishop and his Official within  a  monastery’. 7° I offered
the possibility that  Lavender could have made his addition on 22 or 24 April,
when Russell was not precisely at the monastery but was holding court in the
parish church of Croyland; I could  also  have  suggested  that he did it on. 18 April_
when Russell and the two  abbots  met at Singlesholt, the Peterbprough manor
located two miles or so away from Croyland (as is spelled out in the Bishop’ s
register). 7' Pronay’ s own reconstruction involves Dr. Sharp or  some  other
learned visitor sneaking into the library every day for ten  days  and working
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there all day behind the librarian’s  back, adding page  after  page  to the  chronicle
and consulting other  monastery documents"2 in such  a  stealthy fashion  that
when  the librarian came to  record  the Bishop’s visit a couple of  weeks  later he
had no idea who it was who had  just  completed  this  very extensive and very
knowledgeable  addition  to the  monastery’s  treasured chronicle.

As for my own  suggested  conspiracy of silence, that  Lavender’s identity
was deliberately kept from Bishop Russell, I  reiterate it as  a  possibility, but
point out  that I  offered it only as a trial scenario, and  stressed  that  other
explanations might be given. For instance, if it was Bishop Russell who wrote
the  first  few paragraphs at the  beginning of the third continuation, he  might
have  been  simply indifferent to the identity of the previous writer; or he may
have been aware of his identity and  chosen  not to identify him or recognise him,
perhaps for the  same reason  that  he did not identify himself. If the third
continuator was not  Russell  but some other visitor to Croyland writing after the
Bishop’s  departure, then he  might  genuinely not have  known  (or cared) who the
previous writer was.

Let me  offer another suggestion:  namely, that  Lavender did not come at all
to Croyland in April  1486, and did not write his epilogue there.  Rather, he
wrote  it at Lincoln or Stamford and  sent  it to the  abbey, say, in the care of his
proctor, Roger  Wood, who submitted Lavender's power of attorney to Russell’s
court  on 22 April. Two features of the epilogue give  this  explanation
plausibility. First, as J. G. Edwards has  noted, the imperative sentence, ‘Deinde
subjunge  versus dc laude  hujus  monasterii qui sic incipiunt’ (‘Then  add verses in
praise of  this  monastery, which  begin as follows'), which  occurs before the final
poem of the  continuation, Dulce patrifratrem,  looks  like  ‘an instruction to a
copyist’.73 Pronay, who mistakenly thinks  that Edwards regards it as ‘an
instruction to the printer’ (whereas  he is clearly thinking of an earlier, pre-
Fulman, stage of copying), can only explain this  direction by suggesting that  it
is  a  mistake, and  that  the original  read'subjungo  (‘I add’) rather  than  subjunge.
In his Introduction he judges  that  subjungo  is the reading of the transcript  that
Fulman had had prepared for himself; but he  does  not  repeat  this  claim in his
note  to the text." Then  there is the  prose  interjection  that  comes in the middle
of  a  verse  in the previous  poem, Qui  Iegis haec.  As Pronay states,  in  Fulman’s
transcript the interpolation  runs  on in the same lines as the first and second half
of the verse, something like this:

Praesum  et  videam  ubi  alludit metrista
defectionem tanti  apparatus  per  Regem Edwardum
Quartum  facti  in Gallias  cujus  similis
nunquam  reperietur vires  Gallia  nostras

In  accord  with Fulman’s instructions the interrupted  verse  was printed thus:
Praesum  et  videant.

—————— Vires Gallia  nostras

with the interpolation inserted as prose between ghe parts.  I  suggest  that. Fulman
marked the prose interruption at the wrong pomt,  and that the poet mtended
the verse to read:

Praesunt  et  videant  ubi  vires Gallia  nostras.7s

The prose explanation would run  thus:  ‘Alludit metrista [ad] defectionem tanti
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apparatus', and so on."6 Pronay does not  seem  to think it odd  that  the chronicle:
would have interrupted a line of verse in the middle, and  offers  no explanation
for it. The explanation  that  I now offer is simple: the  monk  who received
Lavender’s epilogue for copying into  the volume of chronicles misunderstood
his  intentions.  He mistakenly included the  Subjunge  instruction as  part  of the
text, and incorporated the  Alludit metrista  comment, which Lavender intended
as  a  marginal note, into the  text  of the poem.

In my earlier  study, I  suggested  that  all of the marginalia were added by the
Croyland  monk  who supplied the final continuation (consisting of the account
of  Russell’s  visit and the  copy of the  actus  impropriationis).77 In support of this
idea let me cite the marginalia of the prior’s continuation, where, in addition to
several  notes  referring to  ‘us’ and  ‘ours’, thus establishing the annotator as  a
monk, the  note  commenting on the account of the death of John Beaufort,
Duke  of Somerset, in  1444  identifies Margaret  Countess  of Richmond as the
mother of Henry VII:  ‘Margarita Henrici Septimi Mater’."s Towards the end of
the prior’s  continuation  there is  a  note  that  refers to the more correct account in
the  next  continuation,” which obviously had to be written after  that  account
was  composed  and copied into the volume of chronicles; and an answering note
is to be  found  at the relevant place in the  next  continuation.80 Another  note  in
the  prior’s continuation  observes  that  the date  given  for the death of Abbot
Littlington, 1469, is according to the English computation, but  1470  according
to the Roman.“l This  too  shows  the influence of the  next  continuation.

Pronay leans towards attributing the notes of the second continuation to
the continuator  himself, because they appear to be in the same  hand  as the  main
text  in  what  survives of the original manuscript; and he observes that at  least
one of the notes adds a detail to the account in the  text  by identifying the
English leader of the  1484 Scottish  expedition of the  Duke  of Albany.“2 It is
clearly possible, however, that  even  if the continuator contributed  some  of the
notes, he did not contribute  them all.  When Edwards treats of this question, he
distinguishes  between mere  summary notes that  might be either by the author or
by a  later annotator and those notes that  have  the look and feel of  a  later writer:
comments, exclamations, and references to the chronicler in the third person.83

If the second continuator did write  some  of the  notes  to his own narrative,
it is clearly possible  that  he  also  added some of the notes to the prior’s
continuation, specifically the one that  refers  to the second continuation and the
one  that  gives  both  English and Roman dating. Pronay tells  us  that  the page
with  the reference to the second continuation is lost;84 but all of the surviving
pages should be examined to  check  for possible differences in handwriting.“

Conclusion
Let me summarise. A doctor in canon law named Richard, whom  I identify

as Richard Lavender, was one of Edward  IV’s  councillors in 1471.“6 In 1485, he
agreed to write a continuation of the Croyland Chronicle, up to the death of
Richard III. He fulfilled his promise before the end of the year, by producing a  .
work made up of several sections which he called tragedies. He concluded one
of the tragedies with the death of Abbot Croyland in  1483, because, as he said,
the  dispute with  Peterborough over the marsh of Alderland had been brought to
a satisfactory conclusion. Several months later, in mid-April of  1486, when the
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new  abbot, Edmund  Thorp, was making great progress in carrying out the
terms of the settlement, he  wrote a  supplement and  sent  it to Croyland to be
copied at the end of his chronicle. In the supplement, he suggested  that  the
whole court proceedings of the Croyland-Peterborough transaction be added
below. The copyist of the supplement began to do  this, with the  sentence, ‘Acta
sum  hacc', etc.  (‘The  following things were done  between  21 and 30  April’); but
he was interrupted by another continuator, a visitor to the abbey, whom I
identify as Bishop Russell. He disagreed with his  anonymous  predecessor’s
reasons for not chronicling strictly contemporary history, and wrote an  account
of Henry VII’s  reign up to early May of  1486.

After Bishop Russell’s  departure from Croyland sometime  between  9  and
15 May,87 the monastic copyist resumed his  task, first telling of Russell’s
successful month-long visit to Croyland, then briefly describing the judicial
process, and finally giving the act of impropriation, with the sidenote, ‘De
concessione Ecclesiae dc Brinkehurst sive Eston Abbati de  Burgo’.“ This
copyist may have been responsible for all of the sidenotes of the first and  second
continuations, or  a  portion of them may have  been  original to the two
continuators. At least some notes to the first continuation were written by a
monk  or monks of Croyland, and at least three notes were written after Henry
VII’s  accession, two of  them  after the  second  continuation was begun. If the
notes identifying the  second  continuator (as the canonist-emissary-councillor
and as the versifier Richard) were in place  when  the third continuator  wrote, be
either did not see  them  or if he saw them he did not make the identification, or
he chose to  keep the writer, like himself, anonymous.

Not all of the mysteries of the Croyland Chronicle are  solvable, but  I hope
that  I  have redrawn or clarified the boundaries of plausibility in our search for
acceptable hypotheses.
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translation.  see John  Arderne,  Treatise  of Fistula  in  arm.  Haemarrhaids.  and  Clyslers.  ed. D‘Arcy Power,

Early English  Text  Society. original  series. no. l39 (l9l0). p.8.
I have  slightly ediled the smnza from the  edition  of Jean  lmray, The  Charity of Richard Whininglon: A

History of the  Trust  Administered  by the  Mercer:' Company. l424-l966  (London I968). p.l2l. The  whole
‘lragedy‘. or book of rules. in lmray's  edition,  takes up twelve  pages  (pp.lO9—l20). I thank Dr. Lisler M.
Malheson,  Associate Editor of the  Middle  English  Dictionary.  for  drawing my attention  to the stanza.
The xwo planes of (0. 72v  (see  11.4 above) show  that. comrary lo  what  Pronay says. the  date  is not ‘almosl
illegible‘ but  very clearly reads  'l470‘ followed  by what  resembles  a  superscript ‘9‘.  which  in  fact  is the
abbreviation  for the  ending us.  indicating that  the  year  is not in the usual  ablative  case. as  with  ‘1459‘ at the
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25.
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

36.

37.
38.
39.
40.
4l.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

bottom of the  page (therefore, ‘anno Domini millesimo quadringentesimo quinquagcsimo nono'). but  rather

in the nominative: 'annus Domini millesimus quadringentcsimus sepluagesimus‘. In the  preceding chronicle

the prior  gives  the year as I469. and in the  margin  the  next continuator  or  a later annotator  adds  a  note

explaining that  this is  according to the  English computation, but  according to the Roman system I470. For

the  text,  see n.8l below.

Fulman, pp.549-552;  Pronay, pp.l08—l [6. On  p.70, Pronay mistakenly gives the year as I469.

Fulman,  pp.552-553; Pronay. pp.l  l6-120. Pronay neglects  to  indicate where  Fulman's p.553  begins  (viz.. on

p.l ls, line  l4  from  the  bottom,  a! ‘quod se/cundum primum'). He corrects the  dating error of I477 in his

introduction  (p.70), but no! in his text.

Fulman, pp.553-556; Pronay. pp. l20-I30.  Pronay does not  indicate  where the final page of the  manuscript,

[0. 76v. begins. It  begins  on p.l22. at the same  place that  Fulman‘s p.554  begins, according to my informant.

Miss C. M. Hall. Higher Executive Officer at the  Department  of Manuscripts of the British Library.  Pronay

speaks of the  surviving eight  sides of the  manuscript  version of the second  continuation  (pp.45, l03). whereas

he should say nine,  viz.,  fos. 72v-76v.

Fulman,  p.560;  Pronay,  p.l38.

Fulman,  pp.560-561;  Pronay,  pp.138-l42. _

Fulman. ”570-576; Pronay, pp.l68-l84.  1  should  note  that the reference to the  ‘following tra'gedy’ at the

point of  Edward  lV's  death  was doubtless the 'division in the text' which inspired  Clements  Markham to

postulate  a  new  author  here (see  Pronay,  p.10).  But a! the end of Tragedy 9 the chronicler  recapitulales  his

history and makes it clear  that  he  wrote  it  all,  beginning with  his correction of the prior's history in I459

(Fulman,  p.575;  Pronay,  pp.l82-IS4).

Kelly, ‘Last  Chroniclers',  p.156.

Fulman,  pp.575, 577; Pronay,  pp.182,  l88.

Kelly, p.l57.
See Fulman, p.588; cf.  Pronay,  p.200.

Pronay, p.29, is  right  to correct the impression  that  I  give  on  p.155  that this was also the prior‘s approach.  I

mean! only that  the prior. like his successor. inserted  Croyland history in  chronologically appropriate  places.

I disagree, by the  way, with  Pronay‘s characterisation of the second  continuator  as more  worldly than  the

prior (pp.66-67, 74-76).  Both  have  a similarly providential  view of  history (see my Divine Providence. pp.59—

67).  When Pronay says  that  the second continuator  ‘does  not bother even to  mention  the consecration or

death  of  a single  bishop while writing the  history of a  period  of 26 years  which  saw  a  great  many episcopal

changes  indeed!‘ (p.82), he could make a  similar statement  of the  prior  for his much  longer  span of  history.

Neither  was interested in  history except as it touched on the  government  of  England  (and in the prior‘s  case,

world affairs,  like news of the Turks in I453 and I463: Fulman. pp.528-529. 533-534) or the slate of  Croyland

Abbey. ‘

Pronay. p.70.

ibid..  p.73.

Kelly,  ‘Last  Chroniclers‘, p. I43.
Pronay. p.64.

ibid.,  p.58.

Kelly,  ‘Lasl Chroniclers‘, p.l58.

Pronay,  p.59.

ibid..  p.65 mi See my ‘Lasl Chroniclers'. p.l43. He is also  mistaken  in  saying that  1  envision the final

continuation  lo be  only 8 lines  after  Russell‘s  70-line continuation  (p.33).  Rather, it consists of the entire

acms  improprialianis  (Fulman,  pp.582-S93),  preceded by a  l9-linc  introduction.

Pronay on  pp.l98—202  makes several  important  errors in his  account  of the  can:  improprialionis,  and he

mistakenly characterises the bishop‘s  register  as  containing 'a complete and official text of the process'.

Pronny,  pp.78-79. 85-89: see Kelly. ‘Lasl Chroniclers‘, pp.l43-l48.

Pronay, pp.80-84.

Fulman.  p.557;  Pronay. p.132.

All of these dates can be  found  in the  Handbook  of British  Chronology (3rd ed.). ed. E. B. Fryde at 0!.

(London I986). esp. pp.87-88 and 57l.  except  for the date of Morton‘s  appointment, where the  year  is  given

erroneously as I487. This common error was corrected by S. B.  Chrimes, Henry VII (Berkeley I972). p.57

n.3. but he  wrongly refers to the  Calendar  of Patent  Rolls  as his source. He means  William Campbell,
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49.

50.

SI.

52.
53.

S4.

55.

56.

57.

58.
59.

61.

62.
63.

64.

65.
66.

67.

68.

69.
70.
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Materialx  for  a  History of the  Reign  of Henry  VII.  Rolls Series 60 (London  l873-77),  vol. I. pp.359-360.
Fulrnan,  p.558;  Pronay, p.134.  The calendar  year  was obscure or blank in the  original;  Pronay fills in the
hiatus indicated  by Fulman with  I475  (p.135).  and notes the  mistaken rcgnal  year  with  a  sic.
Fulmnn, p.562;  Pronay,  p.146.

See my ‘Last Chroniclers‘. p. I47 and  n.4l.  The  account  appears on an added  leaf,  fo. 2l2 (on the verso side);

it was carried over to the first  edition  of  l534  (p.l30),  but  omitted  from the second  edition  of  1542.  Dr.
Hanham made her  suggestion  in the  letter mentioned above  in n.l4.
Pronay,  p.82. _
Pronay,  p.92. Sharp‘s assumed absence from Richard‘s  Parliament would  (in Pronay‘s View)  explain  the
chronicler's error of  saying  that Queen  Elizabeth  sent for her  daughters during Parliament rather than  after it
(p.82).
Fulman. p.557;  Pronay,  p.130.

Pronay. pp.94-95. He is inaccurate or  incomplete  in  reporting such  titles  as he finds: for instance.  Abbot

Thorp is not sum  lheologia  baccalaureu:  but in  sacra lheolagiu baccalaureu:  (Fulman,  p.576;  Pronay,
p.184);  so too  Abbot Croyland  (Fulman, p.560; Pronay. p. I42);  Abbot  Fosdyke is not decrelis  baccalaureus
but in  decrelis baccalaureus  (Fulman,  p.569;  Pronay,  p. I68). The form  doctor  in  iure civilium  ('in the law of

civil  lhings'), which  he claims for 'some  Italian  Universities‘, makes no sense. His  designations  of Henry
Sharp‘s  Oxford degrees  as  baccalaureus  in  Iegum  and  baccalaureus  in  decremm  (p.91) are  ungrammalical.

The  proper  constructions  would  be but. in  legibu:  and  hue.  in  decrelis.  or bat.  Iegum  and  hue. decretarum.
Ed. W. Dunn Macray, Chronicon abban'ae Rameseiensis.  Rolls Series 83 (London l886). p.349: fo. I40 of

British Library Cotton  MS Vesp. ms  (see p.347  n.l).
Acla graduum academicarum Gymnasii  Palavim' ab  anna I406  ad  nnnum  I450.  ed.  Gasparo  Zonla and

Giovanni  Brouo,  second edition.  3  vols.  (Padua  I970), vol. 2. p.225 (no. I993), p.250 (no. 2l08). p.253 (nos.
2l26, 2l27,  2l30). No. 2l30  reads,  in pan: ‘Licemia privati examinis cl publica doctoratus in i. can. d.
Sybrundi  dc Frisia‘. For other examples, see  Vatican  Archives.  Regmra  supplicalionum,  vol. 63. (AD.
l38l), nos. 8.  42v,  43. 45 etc.
Kelly. ‘Lasl Chroniclcrs‘.  p.150.

A. J.  Pollard,  Memoirs of  a  Yorkist Civil  Servant,  The  Ricardian.  vol. 7, no. 96  (March I987),  pp.380-385.

Pronay,  p.32.

In the  letter noted above,  n.l4,  in response to my query in ‘Last Chroniclers‘, p.l70 n.l I8, as to why she
believes the  author  of  Tres  sum  Richardi  was  named  Richard.

Fulman.  p.575;  Pronay,  p.l84.

Alison  Hanham,  Richard  III and His  Early Historians.  “83-1535  (Oxford  I975), p.80.  Cox‘s  translation,

“Poem  about  three  kings with  the same  name:  Richard‘(p.l85). is so  far-fetched  as to be impossible.  English
writers of  Latin  prose or notes in the  fifteenth century did not  engage  in such  stylistic  word-displacement.
Cox translates the  introductory phrase,  ‘quidam melrista  reliquil  hos versus in scriptis', which  Riley  renders
simply. ‘a certain poet composed these lines‘ (p.505),  as: ‘a  certain  poet  left these  lines in his works'.  giving  the
impression of  a writer  now dead who  has,  say,  bequeathed his composition to  a  library. But in scriptis means
no more  than  ‘in writing‘. The  poet  in question would. of  course, have  had to be  writing  some time  after  22
August  I485.  when  Richard III was killed.
Fulman. p.574;  Pronay. p.180;  see Kelly. p.l56. The same mistake was  made a  few  years later  by  John  Runs
in his  Hiswria regum Angliae.  ed. Thomas Hearne, ed.  2 (Oxford [745),  p.l90. where he speaks of  having
lem  a  book to John  Fox,  Doctor in  Decrees, then  Keeper of the  Privy Seal  (therefor:  after  24 February
1487). See  Marlin  Lowry.  John Rous and the Survival of the Neville  Circle,  forthcoming in  Vimor  l9 (I988).
‘Lasl Chroniclers‘. pp.lSS-l62.
Fulman.  p.577;  Pronay, p.l88 (‘of  which  [letters] and of the whole process  that followed  from  them  a  fuller
account  will perhaps be  written  below by someone  else  in its proper place').
Pronay,  p.3l:  ‘After Russell  left  the abbey. it is postulated further. Lavender came back  again  and  suggested

lhal  someone  else should  complete  Russell's continuation  which would  describe Russell‘s visil‘. etc.

Fulman,  p.582;  Pronay,  p.l98.  According  lo the  geographical  indications found in the  Calendar  of  Palenl
Rolls l485-l494  pp.86-92, Henry stayed in York  until  28 April. and  then  started  south, arriving  in nearby
Doncasler on 29 April: he was in  Nottingham  by 2  May,  Birmingham  by 8  May.  and Worcester by l0  May.
Pronay. p.89. ‘
ibid.,  p.33.
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72.

73.

74.
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76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

82.

84.
85.

86.
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Lincoln. Lincolnshire Archives  Office. Register  22. f0. 78v:  Abbot  Ramsey invited  Russell 'venire ad vnum

Manerium  suum  vocalum  Synglesholl  dislans  a Monasterio Crolnndie  prediclo per spacium  duorum  miliar
—  [iorum] vel circiter‘ (‘to come  to  a manor  of his  called Singlesholl  distant from the said  monastery of

Croyland by the space of two miles or lhereabouts‘).

See n.l3 above.
J. G.  Edwards,  The ‘Second‘ Continuation  of the  Crowland Chronicle:  Was 1!  Written  ‘ln Ten  Days'!

Bulletin  of the  InsliIuIe  of Hixlorical  Research.  vol. 39 (I966), pp.l  l7-l29, esp. p. l25.
Pronay,  pp.54-55; p.l92 n.l. referring to Oxford Corpus  Christi College  MS B 208.  Riley, p.5l0,

translates  subjunge  as if it were  subjungam:  ‘1  shall  now  subjoin': Cox, p.l93, renders it as if it were

subjungil:  ‘he adds on‘.

This line scans perfectly:
———VV—VV—— —VV—-

Praesum/ et  vide/am  ubi/ vires/ Gallia/nostras

In the  next  line.  prapria.  which  does not  scan,  must be amended lo  proprio:

V'i-nalJ NE pr‘épfila San/dgmas/ fisc‘érgl Err;

The  meaning from  c!  videanl  l0  Vim-i!  is: ‘and let  them  [i.e., succeeding rulers of England] see  where  France

defeats  our powers‘. I  take  the rest of the  Vincil  line  to be the  beginning of the self-honatory mode  evident

farther down  in  Conlemi simus  (‘let us be content‘).  thus:

Ne proprio scindamus viscera  ferro,

Nunc  vicli,  nunc  victores.  Heu, quomodo  regni  [lege  regnum]

Regnum  vastavit!
That is. 'Lel us not  rend  our bowels  with  our own steel, now on the vanquished side. now on the  winning.

Alas,  how the  kingdom  has  laid waste  the kingdom!‘ I disagree with  the Pronay-Cox  explanation  of the  final

phrase,  p.l93 n.l.
Fulman puts a series of six  dots  before  defectionem.  perhaps  indicating missing text  longer than  my

suggested  ad, for  example.  hic ad (‘Ilere (0‘) or hot  versu  ad (‘in  this line  to').
Kelly, ‘Lasl  Chroniclers‘. p. l6l.

Fulman. p.5l9. On p.539. where the  main  text speaks of the duke‘s widow  Margaret  (mother of Henry Vll‘s

mother) when  she became  a  'sister‘ of Croyland  Abbey in  I464, the  note  reads: ‘Domina de  Somersete effecla

est soror nostri‘ (‘The Lady of Somerset is  made a  sister of ours'). Earlier notes in  which  the first-person

plural  is used are on pp.502, 506 and  518.

Fulman, p.543: ‘Cenitudo huius  historiae  sub  ali’is lerminis veritati  subnixis  inferius  declarabitur‘ (‘The

cenilude  of this history [of the breach  between  Edward and Warwick] will  be declared  below  under other

terms supported by the lrulh‘).

Fulman. p.55l;  Pronay,  p.l l4: ‘Verissima causa dissensionis  inter Regem  e!  Comilem  Warwici‘ (‘The truest
cause of the dissension  between  the  king and the Earl of Warwick“).

Fulman. p.544: ‘Secundum  compulationem Ecclesiae Anglicanae, I469. Rom. Eccles. l470‘. See above.

n.24.
Pronay. pp.45. 79.

Edwards,  p.l27.

Pronay,  p.l l5  n.l.

According to my informant  at the British  Library,  Miss  Hall,  who tells me  that  the manuscript is too  fragile

to  microfilm,  the text and notes of the chronicle are decorated in red up to and  including fo.  72v,  the  page

that  contains the  final part  of the prior's  continuation  and the first pan of the second  continuation  (a black-

and-while photo  is  given  by Pronay,  opposite p.44); from  then  on to the end. f0. 76v, no more red appears.
See the colour  photo  of to. 75r in  Pronay,  opposite p.68. in  contrast  to the colour  plate  of 1‘0. 281'.  opposite
p.44, which  corresponds to the text on pp.479-480 of Fulman (A.D. l247).

If Lavender is the author. since he later  held administrative  office in the  diocese  of Lincoln. he would be an

example  of the  government officials  who. in Pronay‘s  words,  ‘buill up a second career in a country-diocese
while  in the Royal  administration  and retired lo its  cathedral city and the country living; nearby which  they

have accumulated‘ (p.8l).
See Kelly, ‘Lasl Chroniclers‘.  p.153.

Fulman,  p.582: 'On the  ceding of the church of  Bringhursl  or Easlon to the  Abbot  of Pelerborough'.
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